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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This Design Review Report has been written to gave advance information for
preparation for the design review meeting.
1
The Design Review will cover a design description. It will discuss critical
design parameters and give information on the expected performance.of this
system, based on investigations, and theoretical calculations. The Design
Review Report, describes briefly the testy and allowed tolerances'of components
with requirements critical to'the performance. The report contains a prelimi-
nary acceptance test plan;athis test plan should be subject to discussion. It
will.be necessary to inform the procurement agency about purchased parts and
their applicable military specifications. The purchase parts list is included
in this report.,
In the lase chapter of the report some conclusions will be drawn to express
Perkin-Elmer's confidence that it will be able to fulfil the contractual
requirements. It is understood that modifications required by the technical
monitor will, if possible, be incorporated in the design and that such changes
will be acknowledged by Perkin-Elmer in writing. It is also understood that
the design as presented with this report, and during the design review meeting,
including possible modifications required by the contract monitor and acknowledged
by Perkin-El-mer will be the final design on which the contract is based. Any
later deviations from this established design will have to be considered a
li
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2.0 DESIGN DESCRIPTION
This paragraph explains the overall design and the arrangement and installation
in the aircraft of the Fraunhofer Line Discriminator. .The following prints
should be used as a.reference: 625-2000, 625-2013.
2.1 OPTO -MECHANICAL DESIGN
Drawing 625-2000 shows the instrument package mounted on a base plate, which,
in turn, is mounted with shock mounts in the instrument housing. The instru-
ment housing is a drawn aluminum box with a rubber seal. It can be opened
by removing the screws on the flange. This flange has additional holes between
the screw locations. These holes permit mounting the instrument in a suitable
framework, which is part of the aircraft installation and not subject to this
contract.
The above-mentioned base plate, 2018 )
 supports on its lower side the opto-
mechanical parts, and on its upper side, certain electronic parts. Further
description of these parts is given in paragraph 2.2 below. The mounting
plate is attached to the shock mounts by four screws; it can be removed
with all the equipment attached. i
The instrument housing is equipped with an automatic pressure equalization
valve, which will maintain about 1.5 Asia. This is necessary to avoid corona
since high voltage is used in the instrument housing for excitation of the
photomultiplier tubes,_ Should a differential pressure be maintained by the
valve ,  which would make it difficult to open the instrument housing, the valve
can also be operated manually. A desicator is attached to the valve to pre- 	 #
vent moisture front entering the instrument housing.
The instrument views ground-reflected light and sunlight from the sun target.
The instrument housing has, therefore two windows, 2003-1. The first lens
2002-1 in the lower opticalchannel images the ground and the corresponding
lens in the upper optical channel images the sun target onto anaperture stop
about five inches from the hens=. The aperture stop is 0.087 1' in diameter.
Since these tubes are mounted only to the aluminum block 2007-1, it is neces-
sary to support them a ,second time with mounting 2012-3. This is required to
eliminate undesirable vibration effects.- The telescope can be focused by
rotating the objective cell 2004-2.
A calibration lamp mounted in housing 2006-2 is attached to the sun entrance_
telescope tube 2005-1. It can transmit light into the system over beamsplitter
2003-7. This lamp is used only for calibration as explained in paragraph 2.2
and 4.0. It is normally off during regular operation.
2
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Light from the ground and the sun target is combined in'the prismatic beam-
eplitter 2002-4. This prism arrangement, 2002-4 1 is cemented to a titanium
plate and can be adjusted with respect to the mounting black 2007-1. This
adjustment is a factory adjustment. The position is secured after adjust-
ment by Glyptol. The chopper motor is located in its mount ,  2005-2, on top
of the mounting block, 20071. The chopper motor is a 115 volt, 60 cycle
synchronous motor rotating at 1200 rpm. The chopper plates, modulate the sun-
light at a frequency of 200 cps, and the ground light at 400 cps. There is for
each chopper blade one light actuated pickoff, 2001-4. The pickoffs are used
to provide a chopping reference so that signal light at 400 cps and 200 cps
can be converted from AC to DC as described in paragraph 2.2.
Prism block 2002-4 functions as a reversed beamsplitter having 80 percent
reflectivity favoring the ground light input as the weaker signal and 20 per-
cent transmissivity for the sunlight. The light then passes through the
condenser lens 2002-2. The next element is the prism block 2002-5- • 6-7. This
prism block consists of three cemented 90° prisms. It is mounted and factory
adjusted in the same manner as the prism block 2002-4 1 described above. The
prism as shown: in the drawing has three diagonal surfaces in the light path.
The first diagonal surfoAs3 has coatings acting as a polarization filler pro-
viding complete rejection of'one state of polarization. :.'his polarizes is
necessary in order to ensure equal treatment of both light input beams. Note:
The subsequent beamsplitter which is polarization sensitive, therefore receives
light of established polarization and performs the light split the same. way at,
all times. This avoids instrument err,, ,)rs which might otherwise arrive: if the
'ground light is polarized. The second diagonal surface has a dielectric coating
which splits the light into equal amounts, half of it going to the upper photo
multiplier located in housing 2.010-3, and the other _half passing through that
surface and being totally reflected on the third diagonal surface. The prim
assembly described above is mounted on block 2008-1.
C
The light going to the lower photomultiplier first traverses a 15A narrow band
pass filter and then passes through the Fabry-Perot filter, which has a band
pass of 6.5A t6 O.A. This Fabry-Perot spike filter, 2003-5, peaks at 5895.9A
on the Sodium P-1 line. In order to help keep the temperature of the spike
filter effective within the required tolerance of ±1°C a cutoff filter 2003-4
is Located directly behind the Fabry-Perot filter. The 15A filter and the
cutoff filter help to enclose the Fabry-Perot filter and prevent air circulation.
Temperature control of the filters is achieved by an automatic control, The
sensor is located in a ring groove in part 2009-1; • the heater- blanket is wrapped
around parts 2009-1 and 2009-2. The temperature c.an be set 'to between +45°C and
+70°C to the Fabry-Perot filters to peak at the desired wavelength.
The temperature control filter housing is thermally insulated from the m(:- ­,_n
plate and from other parts of the instrument by insulating bushinns and sleeves
in. two places; first, between the filter housing and the filter housing holder,
2010-1, and second, between 2010-1 and the mounting plate.
3	
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The photomultiplier, which is most efficient at low temperatures, is set back
from the filter housing by about one inch. It is connected by an aluminum
black, 2010-3, to the mounting plate. In order to avoid undesired light inputs
to the photomultiplier window, a Light shield 2010-2 is arranged between the
photomultipli.er'anUthe fi.ltvr`housing. }.
The upper filter housing and photomultiplier holder and light shield are
designed in the same way as described above for the Tower photomultiplier
and lower filter housing. The uppdr 'Fabry=.Perot' filter is': ceaered at •5901A
t
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2.2 ELECTRICAL DESIGN
	 i
2.2.1 Instrument Packa ge Electronics Reference 625-2021
The instrument housing contains the photomultipliers, the high voltage supply)
the preamplifiers ) the demodulators, ane the reference phase generators. The
photomultipliers are operated with the anodes at ground potential to facilitate
coupling to the preamplifiers. The gain of the photomultipliers is determined
by the high voltage applied to the cathodes. The high voltage power supply
will be adjusted by selecting a control resistor (R2) such that tale gain of the
less sensitive photomultiplier has the desired value. A series resistor (R1)
in the cathode return of the other photomultipl.i,er serves to reduce the effective
high voltage to that tube and thus to equalize the gain. The output signals
from the photomultipliers are amplified by field effect transistor input opera-
tional amplifie..rs (A2 ) A3) sufficiently to drive the synchronous demodulators
(Z2 through Z5). The latter are silicon transistor choppers in integral perman-,
ently sealed packages. The reference phases for the demodulators are generated
by photosensitive diodes (CR1, *CR12) and reference light sources (61 ) D2) on
either side of the chopper wheels. (See Paragraph 2.1.) The output of the
diodes (CRI ) CR12) drives the squaring amplifiers Al and A. These are opera-
tional amplifiers in which the feedback loop is open and the gain is therefore
very high until the Zener diodes (CR6. CR9) conduct and limit the output ampli-
tude. In order to preveat'Zener diode capacitance from limiting the amplifier
output voltages rate, switching diodes (02-5,7,$ ) 10 and 11) are used in series
with the Zener diode. The rise time of the square wave is limitedma my by the
slew rate switching diode capacitance, and gain of the operational amplifier.
With such a square wave drive l the dwell angle of thu demodulator chopper
approaches 180 0 ; errors due to dwell angle variations diminish to negligible
proportions. The unfiltered DC outputs of the demodulators are fed to the
electronic console.	 M
2.2.2. Electronic Console See Drawings 625-2023, 625-2024
The control unit contains, the filter amplifiers, the computer, the buffer ampli-
fiers, the readout oscilloscope and meters, the temperature controllers ) the
low voltage power supplies and the function switching.
The signals from the demodulators are applied to the filter amplifiers (Al, A21.
A3, and A4) which provide unity gain for the DC , to 20 Hz signals. The ripple
frequencies of 200. Hz and 400 Hz and their harmonics are suppressed, with a
roll-off of 60 db/decade by RC networks associated with the amplifiers Al, A21
A3, and A4. The filter amplifier output signals are applied to the scaling
potentiometers R10, R30 1 R50, and R70 for the A, B, C and D signals respectively
which are applied to the computer. Ref. paragraph 3.0.
J,	 The computer consists of 5 logarithmic exponential units (Zl through Z5') and
two signal differencing amplifiers (A5, A6). The A and B signals are applied to
Z1 and A6. The outputs are then proportional to log B/A and (B-A) respectively.
5
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The quantity 10,E B/A is fed to the two exponential units Z2 and V. Rlll
provides the scaling factor for V. The output of Z3 is the signal 8/A which
is bandlimited and buffered in A7. The bandlimiting capacitors C51 through.
C54 proride cutoff frequencies of 20, 10, 5 and 2 Rz. A selector switch (S13)
Is mounted pr, the front pai nel. The amplifier A7 drives a meter indicator.
9 ma 0 10v for recorders are available on the front panel phone Jack, J1, or
on the unit connector for remote recording.
The D signal is the second input to Z2 which, therefore, produces an output
proportional to BD/A. This.output and the C signal are fed to the differenc°ing
amplifier A5 resulting in the output C = BD/A. This signal and the output
from A6 will be fed to the log-exponential pair, g4 and Z5. R114 provides
scaling. The output from Z5 will be the voltage corresponding to the fluores-
cence coefficient p as defined in Perkin-Elmer Report No. 8796. Switching is
also provided on the two amplifiers A5 and A6 and at all log and exponential
units to allow calibration and adjustment.
The output p is fed to A8 which, similar to A7, provides selected band limiting
by switch S17 and drives both the front panel meters and recorder outputs. The
signal p is also applied to a filter network consisting of 8141 an4 capacitors
C46 through C59 with switch selected cutoff frequencies. This filter network
also serves as an attenuator For the panel oscilloscope. Ql is a switching
transistor driven from the square wave reference which will ground the signal
at a 400 Hz rate and, therefore, provide a continuous zero reference for the
oscilloscope display. The front panel switch S16 allows the operator to select
,p scale factors of 0.1 per cm and 0.02 per cm of oscilloscope scale. The
selector switch S15 allows the scope to be used for testing. A frequency compen-
sated attenuator associated with S12 is used to select various sensitivities.
. t At the same time the oscilloscope time base ramp is applied to the calibration
switches on Z1 through'Z5 (Reference 625-2023 points R).
The 115 volt DC supply is a tracking type regulated to 0.01 percent. The 28
volt DC supply provides input power for the High Voltage supply and power for
the reference and calibration lamps. The unit houses the temperature controllers
Z6 and V. Temperature indication is provided on the front panel. The function
switch on the front panel has OFF, STBY, ON, and TEST positions. In the
Standby mode all circuits; except the 28v DC supply and the chopper motor, are
powered too allow.temperature stabilization. The ON mode actuates the chopper
motor and the 28v DC supply, thus providing high voltage to the photomultipli.er
dynodes and voltage to the reference lamps. The, test mode maintains the ON
mode and in addition lights the calibration lamp.
r
Test voltages for internal calibration are derived from the resistor network
RiIS through 8126.
,.
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2.3 INSTALLATION IN AIRCRAFT
T,be instrument housing should be installed above the right harLd camera hole
as shown in Sketch 625-2011. The vibration sensitive parts in the instrument
box are shockmounted. The instrument housing itself has a mounting flange as
shown on Drawing 625-2013. The flange has three mounting holes on each short
side and Four mounting holes on each of the long sides of the flange, These
mounting holes can be used as required to hold the box in a frame similar to
that shown in Sketch 625-2011. The upper side of the box has a window next to
the electrical plug. The lower side has an identical window. This 'lower
window . must have a free view through the floor to the ground. The upper
window should be opposite to the sun- target which is illustrated on Drawing
625-2019.
The windows on the instrument housing can be closed by the covers shown on.the
lower part of Drawing 625-2019. There is a non-removable 0-ring imbedded in
these covers to insure light-tight sealing of the window openings. This seal
is required in'the calibration mode (explained'in paragraph 4.0). .
The gun-target is slightly larger than required; it will, accommodate a field of
view of 2° if mounted at a distance not farther than approximately 34 inches
from the upper window of the instrument housing.
The electronic console should be installed in the aircraft at a location where
the operator can sit in front of it. The recorder should be installed nearby
within the field of view of the ooerator. No detL	 immendations for the
electronic console and recorder installation are im; 
'
de since it can be determined
by, inspecting the aircraft. The electronic console which can be hard mounted
has an approximate size of 18 inches high by 12 incheswide by _9 inches deep.
The instrument housing and electronic console will be connected by a 10 foot
cable.
Because the installation in the aircraft will not be made by Perkin-Elmer
Corporation, the statements in this paragraph are, in part, suggestions.
Drawins► 625-2019 is included with this report to provide information required to
install an appropriate adapter for the sun-target after a hole of sufficient
size is cut in the aircraft skin at the appropriate location.
r
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3.0 ERROR ANALYSIS
The results of an instrument error analysis are summarized in
Table 1 below:
TABLE 1. ESTIMATED DETECTIVITY ERRORS, ,gyp
The errors shown are based upon several assumptions which include;
1. Operating Temperature Range: -10 to +30°C
2. Power line frequency variation: t0.5%
3. Operational Amplifier Gains: Considered infinite
4	 negl igibleError of trans diode dements. ne li ible 	 I
5. B/A Value:_ 0.75
	 1
60 Ratio of'o tical transmission.ofp	 ground to reference	 6.66
7. Received light level A 6
 0.75 Pico ampere of photocathode current
based upon an assur►ted filter bandwidth of
21 and a reference telescope optical
efficiency of 0.27 percent-
8.
W100010".
r
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CONDITIONS:	 B/A _ 0.75
.	 Nominal Light Level 1/3 Nominal 'Light Level
Y=0.05 Y=0.15 Y=0.25 y=0.05 Y-0.15 y=0.25SOURCE
Noise In Signal .00247 .00408 .00648 .00428' .00708 .01123
Demodulator Non-Linearity .00240 .00720 .0120 .0024 .0072 .0120
Filtering Amplifiers .0011 10011 .0012 .00333 .00333 .00333
Computer Errors
a. B/A Log & BD/A Exp. Ckt. .00,21 .0028 .0035 .0063 .0084 .0104
b.	 4X Differeneing Amps. .00188 .00188 .00188 .00188 .00188 .00188
c.	 8X Differencing Amps. " .. _ _ "
d.	 p out Log Ckt. .00031 .00031 .00031 .00034 .00094 .00094
e.	 p out Exp. Ckt. .00015 •00015 .00015 .00015 .00015 .00015
f.
	 Miscellaneous .002 .006 .01 .002 .006 .01
Sum of Absolute Error 10124 .0235 .0354 .0194 .03498 .0499
PE1= KIN-ELMEIR	 Report No. $916
Since in all cases the sum of absolute errors is less than 0.1,
it is concluded that the instrument will detect a florescence level of p	 0.1.
4
Further details concerning the error analysis are presented in
the following paragraphs.
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3.1 Optical Channel
General The Airborne Fraunhofer Line Discriminator fluorescence detectability
is limited by noise in signal,, An analysis's was therefore performed to determine
the limits and to evolve a general analytical expression describing performance
in terms of basic parameters.
The derived expression for detectabili.ty error due to noise in signals was
found to be:
Y^1 g r m s	 _ot,
 A;*i
waere	 is the optical transmission of the ground looking
telescope
$is the optical transmission of the reference looking
telescope
is the ground reflectivity
in is the ratio of light at the Fraunhofer wavelength to
the light in the continuum in the reference source
,.e is electronic char a l.6 x 10- 1 9g	 ..
4f is the equivalent noise bandwidth of the readout
Ao is the D.C. photocathode current caused by the reference
continuum light acting alone.
This indicates the rms departures from a zero indication due to noise in
signals when fluorescence is actually zero.
If it is assumed that
fi 6.66
n	 0.75
Af 20 cps
and Ao = 0.75 x W 12 amperes
as is expected for the actual instrument
.
, then, the foregoing expression
yields the results tabulated in Table I.
PERKIN—ELMER
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The general trend is error increases as Y and /or n increase or as light level
decreases. it should also be noted that f 2 /fl , the ratio of telescope trans-
missions, can be altered by changing the beamsplitter ratio but that such a
change wall alter the AO value as well
The expression can be used to determine the effects pf various ^.z.to 11
ratios. Since Ao/fl tends" to *be a constant, proportional to the continuum
reference lighto then'
Ayrms	 +	 Z	 8, /f
where the last term in brackets is a constant. This may_ be plotted as
	
normalized A3 rms versus fo r different , 	11ratios as is shown in Fi gure. 3.1.1.
This figure indicates that a reasonable choice for jsl,,fo is between 3 and 7 if
the required 
e
range is from zero to 0.25 or 0.5. The tentative choice of
1-114, = 6. 66 will yield better detectivity at low erthan would a lower
ratio.
0.5
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Figure 3.3.1 Variation of A p rms
with F2 /F 1 and Y.
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3.2 ELECTRONIC CHANNEL
This paragraph concerns the analysis of errors of the signal process
ing circuits. The signal processing electronics receive the outputs of the two
phototubes and provide signal amplification, separation via phase sensitive
demodulation, and D.C. filtering. Also provided is the equipment required to
furnish the demodulator reference signals. The errors attributable to this
processing circuitry were investigated to determine their order of magnitudes.
It was found that either preamplifier or phototube gain changes
will not give rise to detectivity errors, Ap, but rather only p scale factor
errors. The effects of the ±0.5 percent line variations are not expected to
cause significant Ap or p scale factor errors. Electrical chopper non-
l nearities, however, could cause Ap errors of 0.048y. 4p errors due to the
filtering amplifiers may contribute a pp of 0.00111 for nominal light level
conditions and proportionately more error for lower light levels (viz: Ap
a.
0.00333 at one-third nominal light level)
ii
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3.3 COMPUTATION CHANNEL.
(Reference Figure 3.3.2)
General
Current plans are to use the Ph{,,lbrick SPLRA-N log ratio amplifiers
and operation amplifier circuits to perform computations in the Airborne Fraun-
hofer Line Discrimin,►tor. An error analysis, conducted to obtain an estimate
of expected errors, indicated the magnitude of each error component arising due
to assumed values of amplifier offset voltage and current components which are
functions of time, temperature, and supply voltage. drrors due to the con-
ventional operational amplifier, circuits were calculated using assumed values
as obtained from the manufacturer's data sheets. The. SPLRA-N performance,
ac.w,:ording to Philbrick, is much better than was computed since component matching
is utilized to obtain error cancellation. Hence, the error estimates for
these units can contain appreciable error.
For this reason, it is felt that actual measurements must be per-
formed on the units to determine their accuracy to a sufficient degree of
confidence.
The errors caused by input offset currents, drift or bias voltage,
and their variation were examined. The temperature range considered was -10%
to +30°C. The results of the analysis can be summarized by the following
f
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2) Variations of amplifier voltage offset with tempera-
ture appear to cause predominating SPLRA-N errors;pP	 p	 $	 ,
however, Philbrick states that the amplifiers are
•
selected so that offset voltage errors are largely
cancelling, Furthermore, calibration could remove'
those errors which do not depend upon signal. magni-
tude. These errors are those, as will be shown
below, which are expressible as log voltage errors,
and which have been estimated to cause the computer
errors listed as miscellaneous in Table 1.
3) It is found that computer error is greatest at low
light level conditions since signal voltages are
small. One way to compensate for low light level,
however, is to increase the high voltage to obtain
x	 a proportional increase in photomultiplier gain.
4) Computer error also increases with y (ground
reflectivity)
Table 1 summarizes quantitative results of the analysis, which is
not presented in this report. The most important are dp errors since they
limit the fluorescence detection capability of the instrument. Any` p scale
factor errors are less important since they indicate the percentage accuracy
in determing the actual value of p
The miscellaneous computer error accounts for scale factor error
in each of the quantities involved in computing P .	 This is shown separately
I
since it iu based upon verbal data from Philbrick regarding VP matching and
the consequent error cancellation.cell The other computer errors are felt to be
more pessimistic since
	 in general, error cancellation was not assumed.
16
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I%e scale factor error on B/A readout is estimated to be less than 2 percent.
The simplified expressions for error of the log And exponentially connected
SPLRA-N are given in Figures l and 2. dote that the diagrams do not show
actr,al component values or arrangement but simply serve to define input and
output voltages,
It
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Figure 1
For Upper Amplifier
Error Component Expressible as a
1)	 Log Output Voltage Error
AEo = -2VB+ I1R1
2) In.nut Voltage Error
A92  -2VB-12R2+I1R1
For Lower Amplifier
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4.0	 CALIBRATION DESCRIPTION
The several controls which have been included for adjustment and calibration
of the instrument will' now be discussed (refer to schematic's).
i
t
1.
1
1
1
The high voltage power supply is adjusted via R2 to obtain the required signal
amplification from the lowest gain photomult.plier. R1 is next chosen to
equalize coarsely the phototube gains by proper reduction of the other tube's
operating voltage. Following selection of these resistors, fine gain adjust-
ment is accomplished with R20 and R25 which can vary the transresistance of
their associated preamplifiers over the range of from 60OK-D to 3M S2. The
other controls, R17 and R22, associated with the preamplifiers are for D.C.
balance adjustments wh. % are non-critical. R7 and R16 associated with the
demodulator reference amplifiers are for the same purpose. While the demod-
ulators should ideally have identical A.C. to D.,C. conversion efficiencies,
controls must be included to compensate for differences which may exist. RIO.,
R30p R50 1
 and R70 following the filter amplifiers are included for this pur-
pose. This arrangement was chosen to minimize demodulator loading and, there-
fore, linearity errors due to variations of chopper "o7-resistance".
The demodulator gain equalizing potentiometers are set to obtain the correct
filter amplifier output voltages for known illumination input conditions (i.e.,
with equal A, B, C, and D illuminations at the apertures). The switches
(S1 2 S2 2
 S3, and S4) associated with the filtering amplifiers are used in
conjunction with the U,0 potent'_.ometers to.zero-adjust the amplifiers..The four
1K.ft potentiometers allow cancellation of the chopper nominal D.C. offset
voltages. The four filter amplifier output signals are fed, via the demod.-
gain equalization potentiometers, through switches to the computer. These
switches allow either the normal signals or calibratiou'voltages to be
introduced. into the computer. The source of these calibration voltages and
the method for their use wii11 be discussed later.
The ;switches associated with the Philbri,ck SPLRA-N units (Z1 through Z5) are
	 ^	 J
used'to adjust'these units as described by the crianufactuner: The point
labelled R, which feeds each of the five switches is connected to.the required
ramp test voltage (derived from the oscilloscope sweep).
The switching associated with amplifiers A-5 and A-6 facilitates zero adjust-
ment- vin R99 and R103 and, in addition, equalization of gain for the two inputs -
	
1via R90 and R104. R81 is set so that the Z3 output is equal to , the voltage
from R111 when'the.B and A voltages are equal. R84 is then set so the output
voltage of A5 is zero when the A, B, C, and D voltages areequal.
i
Flight readiness or correct operation curing flight can be determined from
r	 the following procedure:
	
r
A) The optical telescopes
- should be covered and the calibration
lump turned on, The B/A reading should be unity; sma'1i^ 
1
i
_
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departures indicate either phototube or preamplifier
gain changes. These departures do not cause detectivity errors
and are, therefore, acceptable. Large departures on the other
hand, indicate malfunction such as phototube, preamplifier,
optical chopper, high voltage supply, or 200 cps reference
circuitry failure.
B) Calibration voltages are next introduced into the computer
to simulate various 4 and light level conditions. With
the
	
potentiometer (ifi the calibration network) set at 0.5
the output meter should read 0.5 as should the oscilloscope
display. Under these conditions, 400 cps modulat:bn on the
display indicates nominal operation of the 400 cps demodulator
reference circuits.
C) Setting of the 4 potentiometer to'a lower value (down to zero)
should cause a similar 4 readout value.
D) Variation of the light level-potentiometer (in the calibration
network) should cause no significant change on either the B/A
or 9 meters.	 .
i
No intlight adjustments are now considered necessary since the calibration
should be stable over, the specified temperature range for a week
or more. Furthermore, the only regular periodic adjustments foreseen are
the D.C. amplifier zero adjustments which are readily accomplished using
.the switches provided.	 € „
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5.0 TESTS
Perkin-Elmer seeks acceptance for.the design as reviewed in the Design.Review
Report and the design review meeting. After acceptance of the design, tests
will have to be performed to insure compliance of.the hardware to the design`
and the applicable performance criteria of the contract. To make the testing
effective, several.tests.will be performed, namely: :In Process Testing,
Component Tests, and finally the Acceptance Test.
5.1 In Process Testing and Component Tests
Perkin-Elmer Receiving inspection will make inspections of incoming parts and
components.	 These inspections and tests will be limited to such properties as
not covered by certificates of material compliance or certificates of compliance
to components or purchase specifications. 	 The certificates of compliance will
be on f ile at Perkin-Elmer: for any components or parts purchased outside. 	 The
Appendices to the contract (I through 'VI) contain information about performance,
quality assurance, reliability; environmental and acceptance tests.
	
In the
"	 following chapters we will discuss in more detail the implication of the
Appendices in respect to the testing of the instrument and the testing of major
components or sub-assemblies.
5.2	 Acceptance Test Plan (Preliminary)
.This . paragvKph is iincl6ded in the' Design Review ••Repor.t to make it a' part of
the design review discussion in order to prepare and agree on a fi nal acceptance
.	 test plan which will be issued latex.
The major requirement for system.acceptance is the detection of.a:radia- 	 £.
tion level, of-5.8 x 10-11 watts	 cm2 &t 1 0 field in stationary environment
in sunlight within the Sodium D1 line.	 ^WA'
P-irkin-Elmer is-willing to make a test detecting rhodamine B emission at a
-concentration of 20 ppb if it is desired. 	 These requirements are taken from
' Appendix I, Performance Specifications whose paragraph numbers are referenced below. / 1
To 2.1	 Sensitivity
t
The detection of the radiation level is most important as a criterion for ,accep-
tance.
	
See 5 . 2-above.
To .22	 Bandwidtc
The instrument will be delivered with a V field of view.'a'5-inch focal
length and an F number of 5. The sun-target will consist of a diffuse trans-
mitting glass plate exposed to the sunlight, Reference Drawing 625-2019.
To 2.4 '?rime Power
The prime power will be approximately 1200, watts at , 115 v, 60 Hz-maximum ., and
700 watts high average,
The Fabry-Perot filter transmitting in the'rontinuum will be factory adjusted
with respect to its temperature control. The D I-line centered'filter can.be
adjusted to peak at the chosen Sodium D-line by temperature adjustment accessible
at the front panel. Reference 625-2024. It will be initially set at the
laboratory. This adjustment is non-critical since 23°C temperature shift
equals 1 A shift.
To Appendix II Quality Assurance
1.0 A was discussed in paragraph 5.0.
a
1.0 B. Remarks pertaining to inspection procedure will be contained in 1.0 A.
1.0 C. Any necessary information pertaining to tests and inspection procedures
'(;in process) will be, if applicable, covered by in-house inspections which will
have to be complied with, otherwise acceptance performance will be'endangered.
	 i
1.0 D. Process control procedures will be accumulated in the project and design
file at Perkin-Elmer. There are only certain items-such as the'Fabry=Perot filter
which require special treatment in that respect, Many process control procedures
are contained in the applicable MIL specif ications disclosed in the purchased
parts list. See. Paragraph 6.,0.
1
1.0 E. This information will be kept on file at Perkin-Elmer.
1.0 F
	
It shall be preliminarily stated that.the system shall be stored at a	
1temperature range not to exceed -20°C . to +70°C. The humidity should be limited
to 80%. The instrument housing should always be sealed during times of storage.
1.0 G. Regarding quality status report for'information. Any important
information pertaining to the quality status will be included in the acceptance
rannrt_
.s
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To 2.0 The treatment of the certificates of conformance`" weft already
'	 mentioned under 5.1.
3.0 and 4.0. This information will be delivered with the final report.
.	
•
r
	
	
To 5.0. All the information normally found in the interface and operations
manual will also be contained in the final report. Much of the material which
will be suumiarized in the final report is'already contained-in the Design
Review Report.-*
To Appendix III
1.0 and 2.0 Parts and material selection is contained in Paragraph 6.0 of
this report.
To Appendix IV
The design is such that, even' if testing of. the .electro-magnetic compatibility
is'.required , 'we will comply'' gith the specifications since we have'applied,
sound engineering practice to eliminate-.. obvious or potential a-m•radiation
conditions.,
To Appendix V I
To 1.0 Objective
The process described in Perkin-Elmer report 8796. 1, page A4, paragraph 1
will be followed
The ,same report; page A4, paragraph 2', sp-ecifies testing of the instrument
housing at high altitudes. This will amount to a test of the proper function
of the automatic pressure relief valve built into the instrument housing wall.
To 2.0 Environmental Inside Definition
This test will be performed with the calibration lamp and the equipment mounted
on the vibration table indoors otherwise as specified
PERKIN-ELMER
To 2,0 Before the photomultipl.ier
will be tested at a vibration freq
cycle) at a constant g level of ±2
factures of these tubes, that this
performance of the photomultipl,i,er
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is accepted for use in the instrument, it
uency of 5 Hz to 500 Hz to 5 Hz (15 min.
g's. We are fissured by EMR, the manu-
test should not change in any respect the
tubes.
^' r
f
6.0 List of Purchase Parts
This list conteins the purchased material, which is selected for the develop-
ment model A.F . L.D. The small components s1 • -,h as: resistors, capacitors,
etc., are mentioned in types. The larger components such as: motors, power
supplys, photomultipliers, oscilloscope and accessories are listed by supplier.
The applicable military specification numbers are listed with each item.
1. Synchro-motor Type 53A-330 with front and rear shaft
115V, 60 cycle, 1 phase
Globe Motor MIL-G-3278, MIL-
",
W- 16878A Type E, MIL-A-8625, MIL-M-7969
2. Photomultiplier 541-E-01 -14.
EMR - 14 stage - S20 - MIL-0-9858 Temperature range - 55* C-to + 85°C
Vibration and shock tested
3. High Voltage Power Supply 640-E-2 1750V to 3000V
EMR - approved for space application MIL-Q-9858 hermetically sealed.
4. Incandescent Lamps T1-1/4 CM8-635
Chicago Miniature Lamps 28V .04A, 1000 hour life.
i
.5. Pin Photo Diode HP-4220 Designed to: MIL-S-19500E, MIL-STD
- 750
Hewlett -Packard - New developments not yet tested against MIL Specs.
6. Oscilloscope RA-850 - 115V - 60Hz
Benrus MIL-T-21200,'MIL-E-1.6400E, Class III
Exceptions to above specification, operating temperature minimum 0°C
storage temperature minimum -40 °C
7. Vertical Amplifier VA-228
Same supplier and MIL Spec. as Item 6
8. Sweepanabler HE-314
Same as Item 6
2.
f
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130 Lo&-Ratio Amplifier SPRA-N
Philbrick MIL-E-16400 Exception, only Humiseal sealed.
14. MIL Temperature Control TC-70OG including temperature indicator
Harrel Inc. MIL-E-5272, MIL-M-10304; MIL-I-16910, MIL-R-9300A
15. Connectors MS-3114E, MS -3116F
Bendix MIL-C-26482
i	 s	 f
16. Electronic Console FR-48A including side panels and accessories
Emcor - MIL-N-3337A, MIL-E-4158A, MIL-E-5272, MIL-E-5272C, MILE-4920A,
MIL-E-4970A
17. Instrument Housing #ZSP6-037
-4 and ZCC192 -288A
Zero Mfg. MIL-T-945A
18. Shock Mount k 1-10
Lord Mfg. Co. MIL-C-5541, MIL-L-7178 1, MIL-A-8625A
19. Circuit Cards and Plugs
„ ERA MIL-5272 1
 MIL-29097
20. Power Supply PR3000
Philb;r,ick Same as Item 13 with tantalyti.c capacitors.
21. Power Supply PCS-28-0-0.375
Tochnipower Inc. MIL-5272C, MIL-STD-202C, MIL-E-5400HNG, MIL-STD-810H
MIL-E-4970A, MIL-E-16400F, MIL-T-21200D
22. Rotary Switches
Greyhill Serial #42 & 44 MIL-3736
23. Chopper #6022
Airpax MIL-202B
24. 'Transformers H-14
UTC MIL-T-27B
25. Capacitors CQ09A1 MA (precision)
MIL-C-19978B
26. Resistors Type RCO5-RC20-RC07
Wire wound and carbon composition MIL-R-11 and MIL-R-93
Report No. 8916
31. Zener Diodes	 1N751	
a
MIL-S-195000
32. Tantalytic Capacitors	 CSR-13CL
MIL-C-39003, MIL-C-3965
33. Wire Teflon Insulated
MIL-W- 7139 B
34. Front Panel Knobs	 MS-91528
'
k
MIL-K-3955M
35 Indicator Lights
Dialco	 MIL-3661 0 MIL-L-6723B
36, Terminals
MIL-T-51155
37. Capacitors	 MC-10 & 15
MIL-C-5
38, Fuse Holders
MIL-19207
39. For all mechanical fastbni-ngs ^'A . .stial mess'• steel ., l serews "of' atAndard
sizes will be used,
3
x
1
r
r
i
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7.0 CONCLUSIONS
The opto-mechanical and electrical design has taken into account all aspects
of good design practices. The Perkin-Elmer Corporation is confident that the
instrument can be built to meet the specifications as outlined in the contract.
The first instrument will be delivered with a V field of view for the refer-
ence and the ground-looking telescope. Preliminary designs wore made to
ensure that the ground-looking telescope can be interchanged with ethers of
0.5 0 , 5% and 10° fields of view.
Several items which are treated in detail in Perkin-Elmer Technical Report
No. 8796 are not repeated in this design review report. Changes to these
items are slight and, therefore, the statements made in the above report
are still valid. These items axe, for example, Light Level Calculations,
Fabry-Perot Filter Design, etc.
We have taken into consideration` all the errors known to us at this time and
their prevention by quantitative and qualitative design considerations in this
prototype design. This instrument, however, is the first one to be built. It
must, therefore be stated that, when experience has been accumulated during
further theoretical and construction work, tests and usage, further changes
and improvements may very likely be recommended and should be incorporated in
later prototypes. Cost reductions for additional systems may very likely
occur after the learning period through which we are now going, is concluded.
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